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Grade 7 Pamphlet 

 مذكرة صف سابع / الفصل الثاني 
 لغـة إ[ــليزية

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 تدريبات متنوعة  –شرح القواعد   –مفردات 

 
 
 

 اعداد/ خالد سليم   
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Unit 7 
Journey  

to the Past  
 

Vocabulary 

 ベﾊ (N) gladiator  ┙┊ベ┃ぅ (V) trade-dرب 

 ベｻ (N) tradingرة ベ【┃ポ〈 (Adv) cheerfullyج  - ポ┿┙ح

 ぇﾌ (Adj) privileged┛  -ذو ‶ぇ┛ة ベ』┙ｻ 〞ポ┙┶ (N) chariot اぇﾆ‒ل 

｣┕╂ (Adj) ancient ベ‶ ┕┎ }إ -  い┕ポ   〈‶ (Adv) rather 

  ﾓ (Ph V) take place - took   ┱┿ﾓ (V) preserve┕ث

¨╇ﾓ (V) rule-d   رك┕ぅ (V) realise 

 xベ╃┆ (Adj) cultural  اض┙╃〉い〈 د┕【‶ (Adj) endangered 

 cultivation (N) زرا┶〞  -┎┧ベد instrument (N) آدا《  - آ╊〞 

╉[┣ぅ (V) include  ┕ぇ┷┃┟ぅ (V) restore  

 ┭ﾆا 〈┾ (N) calligraphy  ل‒┫┿ポ (Adv) curiously 

 Grammar  

Past Simple 

 اWاضي البسيط 
 

o  ن‒╇┃ぅ :｢ベ┇╊ا ┽ぅ┙┧┃╊ا 〈‶ ┭ぇ┟｠╊ا ぃ┪ベﾇا 

 

ヶッゅヨャや  ネケゅツヨャや  ヴレバヨャや  
 ヶルゅを ブΑゲダゎ メヱや ブΑゲダゎ 

prayed pray  ヶヤダΑ メゅバプぺ 
 るヨヌわレョ cooked cook オらトゎ 

danced dance  ゾホゲΑ 
ate eat モミほΑ メゅバプぺ 

 ゲΒビ 
 るヨヌわレョ 

drank drink  ゆゲゼΑ 
saw see  ンゲΑ 

 

れゅらをΙや = : 

        - She danced nicely yesterday. 
Sara last week. metWe  -         

 :ヶヘレャや = 
 ノツル テΒジらャや ヶッゅヨャゅよ るヤヨィ ヶヘレャdidn’t   ケギダヨャや ヶプ モバヘャや ノダル ユを モバヘャや モらホ 

dance nicely yesterday.didn’t She  -         
Sara last week.meet  didn’tWe  -         
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 =メやぽジャや : 

        - I walked yesterday. 
        - When did you walk? 

 

        - Yes, Arab Muslims ruled Spain. 
        - Did Arab Muslims rule Spain? 

o  :ノョ テΒジらャや ヶッゅヨャや ヶゎほΑ 
 

 グレョ ago ッゅヨャや ....ヶ Last……. ザョぺ yesterday 
 ヶプ2010 In 2010 りゲョ れやク once  ヶッゅヨャや ヶプ In the past 

 

Fill in the blankets with the correct form of the verb: 

1- I …………………. (eat) dinner at 7 o’clock yesterday. 
2- My neighbour …………………. (buy) a new car last week. 
3- My family and I …………………. (watch) a nice movie last night. 
4- What time …………………. (do) you get up this morning? 
5- When I was young, I …………………. (not drink) coffee. 
6- The Wright brother …………………. (fly) the  first airplane in 1903. 
7- I …………………. (see) a strange man next to our house 5 minutes ago. 

 

Past Continuous 

 اWـاضـي اWسـتمر 
 

リョ ゲヨわジヨャや ヶッゅヨャや ラヲムわΑ * : 

I, he, she, it was 
+ モ⇒バヘャや + ing 

You, we, they were 
 

 * 『┗ا ا╊┛‶〉 ｴ┣ぅ إ{ ┎┕ث ╆ベن ‶┟┃]┙ 〉ベ‶┕《┶ ぃ┪ベﾇ ╂┯┷』 ┎┕ث آ┒┙. 
 

 
 

While  I was walking, I saw Ali. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

When   テΒジよ ヶッゅョ  ゲヨわジョ ヶッゅョ 
 

When  my father came, we were reading. 
 

 :┵‶ ┙[┃┟ﾇا ぃ┪ベﾇا uロ * 
 

While         ベ[《ـــぇポ When            ベ‶┕ــ《┶ as  ベ‶┕《┶ 

While   ゲヨわジョ ヶッゅョ  テΒジよ ヶッゅョ 
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Choose: 

 1. While Ali (were walking  – was walking – is walking), he met Huda.  

 2. We (eat – eating – were eating) my lunch, when telephone rang. 

 3. Soad fell off the ladder while she (painted – were painting – was painting) the wall. 

 4. When I went home, my mother (is cooking –  were cooking – was cooking). 

 5- I (read – was reading – is reading) in bed when suddenly  I heard a scream. 

Correct: 

 6. Faten saw Noura, while she (do) her homework.  …………………………… 

 7. They (write) the lesson, when the teacher came.  …………………………... 

 8. While Ali (sleep), his brother called him.              …………………………… 

 9. When I drove my car, my friends (go) home         …………………………… 

 10. She (wait) for the bus when I saw her yesterday.  …………………………… 

 

ラぺ キゅゎハや Used to 

used to + )モバヘャや モタや (                    )ヶッゅヨャや ヶプ ¬ヶセ( ヴヤハ キゅわハや 

            I used to play tennis, but now I play volleyball. 

didn't use to                                    )ヶヘル( ヴヤハ キゅわバΑ ユャ 

Salma didn't use to drink milk in the past, but now she does. 

EX. Choose the correct answer : 

            I  (use to - used to – am used to) drink milk when I was young, but I  (didn't – don't – 

doesn't ) use to drink coffee. All children at the same age of mine used in – for – to) have the 

same habit. Now, I (drank – drinks – drink) many other drinks. 

 

EX. Do as shown between brackets:  

1-Sara used to walk for a long time when she was nine.                (Make a negative) 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

2- Ali used to watch action films.                                                   (Make a question) 
……………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Exercises 

Vocabulary 

A) Choose the correct word from a, b, c and d: 
1-  It is important to ……………... food in the fridge to keep it fresh. 

a)  preserve      b) rule   c) include         d) restore 
2-  Museums are ……………... places where we can get a lot of information about the past. 

a) privileged   b) endangered  c) ancient      d) cultural                    
3-  She followed the adventure story ……………... 

a) definitely        b) gently            c) curiously   d) cheerfully               
4- My uncle uses all musical ……………... professionally.  
      a) chariots          b) instruments  c) cultivations d) gladiators                
 
B) Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

endangered – ruled – restore – included – privileged  

5- I was …………………... when I saw my teacher handing me a special prize. 

7- Many …………………... animal have been saved by zoos. 

8- All brilliant students are …………………... in the trip to the Scientific Centre. 

4- Ancient Romans …………………... Many Arab countries old time ago. 

 

Reading Comprehension 
Read the following passage, then answer the questions below:  
       Nine thousand years ago, people did not have money. They traded animals and crops for 
things they wanted.  In China, in about 1200 B.C., people traded shells for the things they   
wanted. Chinese people also traded metal tools, such as metal knives and shovels for the 
things they wanted.  
 
       Later in China, people made metal money. In about 100 B.C., the Chinese made money of 
animal skin. The first paper money was made from white coloured deer skin. It came from 
China about 900 years later. In about 700 B.C., people made the first-round metal coins. The 
coins were made of gold and silver. They looked very similar  to the coins we use today.         
Coins came from Lydia. Lydia was located where the country called Turkey is located today. 
After people made coins in Lydia, people in Rome, Iran, and Greece also began making coins. 
Coins were very strong and could last a long time without becoming damaged.  
 
       Money changes with time. No matter what it looks like, money means buying things.  
Money makes trading easier.  
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a) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d:  
 
9. What is the main idea of the 3rd paragraph?                                                 

a. making paper money                                               
b. making metal coins  
c. knives and shovels in the past  
d. easy trading in countries  

10. The opposite of the underlined word “similar” in the 2nd paragraph, is :      
      a.  enormous                                   

b. different  
c. friendly  

      d. original 

11. The underlined word “ they ” in the 1st paragraph, refers to :      
       a. things 

b. shovels 
c. knives 
d. people  

12. The first metal coins came from :                                                 
      a. Greece 

b. Rome 
c. Lydia 
d. Iran 

13. The metal coins were strong because they were made of :           
a. gold and silver                                 
b. animal skin 
c. metal tools 
d. sea shells 

14. What is the writer’s purpose of writing this passage?                   
a. To give us information about other countries 
b. To tell us about the history of money                                                        
c. To explain the importance of trading 
d. To advise us to spend money wisely 

 
b) Answer the following questions:  
 
15. How did people get what they wanted before making money?                  
………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………  
16. Why wasn’t the first paper money strong enough ?                                     
………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………  
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A) Grammar  
Choose the correct answer : 
           When I got up this morning ,  my mother (was making –  were making – making ) our 
breakfast. But Dad (were reading – was reading – is reading) the newspaper. My little brothers 
(was sleeping – are sleeping – were sleeping) . Everybody (was doing – were doing – doing) 
different things at that time of the day.   
 
Do as shown between brackets:  
1-We were visiting the USA.                                                          (Make negative) 
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
2- Maha was travelling to London.                                                 (Make negative) 
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
3-Ali was meeting his cousin in  the  mosque.                               (Make a question) 
………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
B) Writing  

  
Write on the following topic:          
  
“Old people often say that life was better than nowadays.”  
Plan and write two paragraphs , (8 sentences), comparing life in the past and nowadays.  
  

The following guide words might help you:  

 ( simple / dark / lived / mud / easy / technology / modern / transport )  

NB: (Your writing should include a topic sentence, supporting ideas and a conclusion)  
 

Planning 
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……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

 

Complete the missing letters to make correct words: 
1- There are many sources of   the national economy rtaher  than trdaing . 
……………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
2- Cutlural    festivals are held to retsore the old heritage of the country.  
……………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
3- Salting and freezing are good ways to prerseve food. 
……………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
4- The Siberian Tiger is endagenred as they hunt it badly. 
……………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Unit 8 
The Work We Do  

 
Vocabulary 

〞‶ベ┷╊ا を╋┶ -  ょﾇا を╋┶ (N) public  ┕【┃ﾉ (Adj) hard-working 

 〞‶ベ┶ 〞╃ぅ┕┎ رسベ┎ (N) park ranger درا》 (Adv) rarely 

 ベ┶ (N) biologist   を┿┃ﾋ –  ヂ｠┃ﾋ (Adj) hidden| أ┎ベぇء  

 runway  ┙┿ﾓ (Ph V) dig up - dug up (N) ‶】｟┭ ا╊┯ピベ┙ة 

╉[┶ ╁ぅ┙┾ (N) staff  ر┗｠ぅ  –  ر┗ポ (V) sow -ed 

 ┙┿┞ ボピベ╃┎ (N) luggage ¨ぇ╃ぅ -ر┕╃ぅ - 〈[┇ぅ (V) value -d 

 passport  いベ‶ ボ┟╇ぅ (V) earn -ed (N) ┊‒از ┞┿┙ 

┙ﾌ (N) aisle  ر‒ポベ┮ w ┽┯┧ぅ (V) queue -d 

 ぃ┪أر ┽ぇ┫‶ (N) agent ╉[┶ دىデぅ (V) perform -ed 

 behaviour (N) ┞╋‒ك ベ┯ポ (N) boarding pass╂〞 ا╊┧┷‒د ╊╋┯ピベ┙ة 

 Grammar  
Have to / has to / must / should 

 

have to / has to أن ボﾒ must      ボﾒ أن 

╂‒ا〈ｵ او ╂‒ا┶┕ ┶ベ‶〞 وا┪┯┙ار │┕ل ┶╋を ┪┙ورة ‶┇╉    ｵ┷‶ ╉[┶ 〞ぇﾑورة أو أ┙┫ポ ¨╋╇┃ﾇد اベ╃┃┶ا を╋┶ ل┕│ 
 :れゅらをや 

Students have to wear uniforms at school. 
A doctor sometimes has to work on Friday. 

 :ヶヘル 
We don’t have to eat junk food. 

 :メやぽシ 
Do you have wear to wear a uniform at school? 

 :れゅらをや 
It’s late, I must go now. 
I must wait until my father comes. 

 :ヶヘル 
You mustn’t smoke in public places. 

 :メやぽシ 
Must you go now? 

Had to  ボﾒ أن    ベ╆     Shouldن ボﾒ أن

have to/has to/must    〈‶ ぃ┪ベﾇا ぃ』 had to  ا┪┯┙ار ベ【ぇ┾ ┝ぇ╊و 〞┏ぇ┧《╊ء اベ┯┶っ م┕┓┃┟│ 
 :れゅらをや 

I had to get up late yesterday. 
 :ヶヘル 

I didn’t have to get up late yesterday. 
 :メやぽシ 

Did you have to get up late yesterday? 

 :れゅらをや 
You should brush your teeth. 

 :ヶヘル 
I shouldn’t stay up late at night. 

 :メやぽシ 
Should you help the poor? 
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 :ヶゎΓゅミ メゅバプΕや ログワ ヶヘレル * 
o have to  

 

ヶヘレャや 

o don’t have to 
o has to o doesn’t have to 
o had to o didn’t have to 
o must o must not 
o should o should not 

 :〞┲‒┏╋‶ 
 ぃ┣╊ن: ء ╊┃╃‒ل ان 『┗ا ا‒〉ベ╃╊ا╊╃‒ا┶┕ وا ┕┪  Mustn’t  ベ｠╊ベ┺ م┕┓┃┟│ 

In football, you mustn’t touch the ball with your hand. 
 
A- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

 
1. Yesterday, he ………………take a taxi to work. 

a. must     b.  has      c.  had to  d. have to 
2. I'm really hungry. I ………………eat a sandwich. 

a. mustn't     b. have to     c. don't have to d. had to 
3. I ………………sleep early to get up early. 

a. has to   b. don’t have to  c. mustn’t  d. must  
4. People ………………smoke on the plane. 

a. have to     b. mustn't     c. had to  d. has to 
 

B- Do as required between brackets: 
 
5. They must wear uniforms.            (Ask a question) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

6. He has to do his homework at night.                            (Negative) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

7. I really like our players. I don't like the way they play.     ( join ) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 

C- Put the verbs in brackets in the correct forms: 
 
8. She (have to) work hard last night.     ……………………… 

9. We (not have to) speak loudly in the library yesterday. ……………………… 

10. They (not have to) work outside.  ……………………… 
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Complete the following sentences with must / mustn't – have to/don’t have to:  
 

1. It's late. You …………………. make so much noise. 

2. We …………………. be home by 9 o'clock. The film starts at 9:15. 

3. Soldiers …………………. Obey orders. 

4. Shop assistants ………………… deal with the public. 

5. You …………………… turn on the A/C. it’s automatic. 

6. People …………………. use cameras in military るΑゲムジハareas. 

7. We …………………. do more exercise to stay fit. 

8. There …………………. be something wrong with the engineポゲエョ of this car. 

9. We …………………. give up when we are in trouble. 

10.  You …………………. go to work. It’s a holiday. 

 

Choose the correct answer: 
 
    People (must - mustn't – won't ) follow the rules in public places. For example, drivers (must 

– mustn't – will)  stop their cars if the traffic signal is red. At the same time, they (must – can't – 

mustn't) talk on their mobile phones while driving. 

 

 

 

Exercises 
Vocabulary 

A) Choose the correct word from a, b, c and d: 
1- A ………………. is an important document needed when travelling from country to another. 

a) luggage                b) passport              c) aisle        d) agent 

2- Many people are interested in watching ………………. Camera programme on TV. 

a) Hidden                  b) Ancient                   c) Cultural             d) Hard-working 

3- Many people ………………. patiently for the bus to arrive. 

a) sow                       b) earn                       c) queue            d) perform 

4- I think there is a good relationship between ………………. and pupils at the school. 

a) behaviour             b) park ranger            c) runway           d) staff 
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B) Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 
 

hardworking – behaviour – agent – lugage – perform  
 
5- Never forget carrying out the …………………. to your home. 
6- When I looked at the thief, I notice something strange about his ……………… 
7- I sometimes depend on computer to ……………………….many tasks. 
8- She got the highest mark because she is a ………………….student. 
 

Reading Comprehension 
Read the following passage then answer the questions below: 
          Have you ever been outside in the middle of July and seen swarms of dragonflies?  Of all 
the flying insects, dragon flies just might be the most charming and beautiful. Dragonflies are 
large and strong. They have big, compound eyes, which means that each eye is made up of 
thousands of tiny eyes, allowing the dragonfly to see in all directions. Their large wings are 
always held out straight, both while in flight and while resting.   
  

         Dragonflies  hunt, catch and eat insects. They are harmless to humans; they don’t bite or 
sting. In fact, you could even say that they are helpful, since they eat the insects that tend to 
annoy us the most, like mosquitoes and flies.   
  

         Dragonflies live in most parts of the world, but they prefer to live near ponds and lakes. 
They like warm weather; in fact, you won’t see them at all until temperatures reach at least the 
mid-60s. They need to warm up in the sun during the mornings before they take off.   
    The dragonfly is a great flyer .They can even fly backwards. As insects, they have six legs, but 
their long, heavy bodies and long wings make walking difficult for them, so they do almost 
everything mid-flight.  
      

a) Choose the correct answer from a, b ,c and d:  
9. Which of the following is the best title of the text?  

a. A Bad Flyer  
b. A Charming Insect  
c. The Biggest Wings       
d. Swarms and Insects    

10. The meaning of the underlined word “ harmless” in the  2nd paragraph is:       
a. safe   
b. large   
c. warm  
d. beautiful  

11. The underlined pronoun "them" in the 3rd  paragraph refers to:     
a. flies                   
b. lakes  
c. ponds  
d. dragonflies    
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12. Why can’t a dragonfly walk?   
a. Because they have big, compound eyes.  
b. Because they have six legs and four wings.     
c. Because their wings are always held out straight.  
d. Because they have heavy bodies and long wings  

13. All the following statements are TRUE except:          
a. Dragonflies are dangerous.   
b. Dragonflies  are great flyers.  
c. Dragonflies can see in all directions  
d. Dragonflies hunt, catch and eat insects  

14. What is the writer's purpose of writing this text?  
a. To show his interest in science.                       
b. To explain how dragonfly sees with tiny eyes.      
c. To inform us about the dangers of dragonflies.  
d. To give general information about dragonflies.  

   

 b) Answer the following questions:  
15. Where do dragonflies live?  

……………………………………………………………………………………………  

16. Why can’t we see dragonflies in December ?  

 ……………………………………………………………………………………………  

 

Grammar  
Choose the correct answer: 

       Students (has to - have to - had to) wear their school uniforms. My little sister (has to - 

have to - had to) stay at home with my mother. She is still young, so she (don't have to - doesn't 

have to - didn't have to) go to school every morning. All of us (don't have to - doesn't have to - 

didn't have to) to go to work on Friday because it is a public holiday. Last weekend, I (has to - 

have to - had to) be with my family celebrating my elder brother's graduation. 

Make negative: 
1-We have to wear jeans at school. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2-Asmaa has to speak French in London. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

3- I had to spend my last holiday working. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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Writing   

  " Every job has its own responsibilities." Plan and write an article of two paragraphs 
(not less than 10 sentences) about "An animal trainer"  explaining the things he has to do and 
the things that he doesn't have to do / have.  

These guide words may help you:  

(Patient/ police /understand/ behaviour /public /different/ physically/ computer /office /work)  
*Your writing should include a topic sentence, supporting details and a conclusion  

Planning 

Animal Trainer 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Spelling 
Complete the missing letters to make correct words: 

1- People   should   have good behaivour when   they   are   in pbulic   places. 
…………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- This stfaf of divers and   boilogists   is working   in   the   marine field. 
…………………………………………………………………………………… 

3- Let's be ready for travelling and pack our lugagge. 
…………………………………………………………………………………… 

4- They were searching for the hidedn treasure everywhere. 
…………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Unit 9 
Jobs and  

Personality 

 

 モよヲル りゴもゅィ N Nobel Prize  るΒダガセ れゅルゅΒよ N profile 

 ポケゅゼΑ-  ユワゅジΑ V contribute  リエヤョ N composer 

 るΒヤミ N faculty  ユΑゲミ Adj generous 

 るΑゲエよ るヤェケ N voyage  ヶャゅΒカ Adj imaginative 

 るΑゲヌル N theory  ヶルゅルぺ Adj selfish 

 リヅやヲョ N citizen  ユヌレΑ V organise 

 ゆ ょイバΑ V admire  ヮレΒらミ-  るルやゴカ N cabinet 

 れやコゅイルま N achievement  ュゅヌわルゅよ Adv. regularly 

 ブトわボΑ-  ザらわボΑ V quote  ザレムΑ V sweep 

    るヤジピョ N laundry 

 

Grammar 

 :ュやギガわシゅよ るエΒダレャや ユΑギボゎ リムヨΑ * 

Should / shouldn't / why don't you….? 

= You should brush your teeth to be strong and healthy. 

= You shouldn't stay up too late. 

= Why don't you visit the dentist every six months. 

 

Negative  ヶヘレャや 

have to  

 

ヶヘレャや 

don’t have to 

has to doesn’t have to 

had to didn’t have to 

must must not 

could Could not 

I don’t have to get up early on Friday. 

My sister is 4 years old, she doesn’t have to go to school. 

I didn’t have to sleep late yesterday. 
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Adjective and Adverb 

 الصــفة واUــــال
 

Adjective     るヘダャや  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adverb   メゅエャや   
.ユシΙや ブダゎ るヨヤミ ヶワ るヘダャや  モバヘャや ブダゎ るヨヤミ ヲワ 

إ{ ا╊┧┿〞  ا┢┓ベص/أ┢ベぇء/أ‶ベぇ[╆/〈╆ベت  ly    〞┾ベ┪Γ uロ ベ｠╊ベ┺  

quick  ┵ぅ┙┞ quickly  〞┶┙┟ポ 
slow  ءぃ┯ポ slowly  ءぃ┯｠ポ 
nice  ┽ぇ┯╊ nicely  ┽┯╋ポ 
careful ر┗┎ carefully ر┗ｸ 

happy  ┕ぇ┷┞ happily  دةベ┷┟ポ 
fast  ┵ぅ┙┞ fast  〞┶┙┟ポ 
Hard  ボ┷┦ / دベ┊ hard  〞ポ‒┷┧ポ / ┕ｷ 

good ┕ぇ┊ well  ة┕ぇ┊ 〞╃ぅ┙┯ポ 
 
     He is a slow driver. 

 
     He drives slowly. 

      
     Huda is happy. 

    
     Huda speaks happily 

 
      Ali is good at English. 

 
    Ali speaks English well. 

Choose: 

1- She looks (nice – nicely). 

2- I go to the club (regular – regularly). 

3- You print so (neat – neatly). 

4- Beethoven was (terrible – terribly) shocked when he lost his hearing. 

5- Can you think of a (good – idea) idea to solve the problem. 

6- My father always drives (careful – carefully). 

7- Hassan was (tired – tiredly) after the race.  

8- It was raining (heavy – heavily) when we went out. 

9- She plays the piano (perfect – perfectly). 

10- It is a (dangerous – dangerously) lake to swim in. 
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Punctuation 

   الAقيم 
 
 ｴ｠╆( A B C..)   │｟┕أ اｸ 〞╋[ﾄ┙ف   -1
2 ) . ( 〞┯╃《ポ 〞╋[ﾄا ぃ【┃《│ . 
 (  ? . ぃ【┃《ぅ ا╊┟デال う┷ポ‶〞 ا┞┃┿】ベم )3
4ｴ｠╆ ف┙ｸ ءベﾃゅن   (. │｟┕أ اベ┟〉っا┞¨ اAli–  ┕╋｠╊ا Kuwait –  م‒ぇ╊اFriday   – ┙【┣╊ا  March  – دةベﾇا(English  

5 『〉ベ╇‶ ┵┫〉 وف┗ﾞف ا┙ﾅا .( ' )    is = 's 
6 〞[╋╆ ╉╆ ┕┷ポ ┵┫〉 ءベぇ┢ゅا 〞[ピベ╂ .( , )  .ｴ┧╃╊ال اデ┟╊و ╂｟╉ ا 

Punctuate: 
 1. sami is a good pupil  
 ……………………………………………………………………………………… 
 2. i m from kuwait 
 ……………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. he ll go to bahrain next sunday 
 ……………………………………………………………………………………… 
 4. when does ali get up 
 ……………………………………………………………………………………… 
 5. huda was born in february 
 ……………………………………………………………………………………… 
 6. what would you like to be 
 ……………………………………………………………………………………… 
 7. salma reads english arabic science and maths 
 ……………………………………………………………………………………… 
 8. he saw mona yesterday didn t he 
 ……………………………………………………………………………………… 

Exercises 
 

Vocabulary 
A) Choose the correct word from a, b , c and d : 
   
1- Beethoven and Mozart are great musical …………….…… 

a) profiles                b) composers                c) cabinets                   d) laundries  
2- Rich people should help the poor. I don’t like …………….……people. 

a) generous             b) imaginative              c) selfish                   d) hidden 
3- To be a good …………….……, you should love your country. 

a) citizen                  b) faculty                    c) quote                    d) cabinet 
4- From time to time, he has to …………….……the roof of the house. 

a) performs                b) admires                   c) contributes           d) sweeps 
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B) Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 
 

faculty – achievement – generous – hidden imaginative 
 
1- I like him because he is kind and …………………... with his friends. 
 
2- Her ……………… stories are popular with children of all ages. 
 
3- His dream is to join a good …………….……in Kuwait University. 
 
4- An Olympic gold medal is a remarkable …………….……for such athlete. 

Reading Comprehension 

Read the following passage carefully, then answer the questions below:   

Plants and animals need to survive in our wild world. How do they do it? There are many 

ways for plants and animals to live in our world.  

The body or skin of some animals is similar in colour to the land around them. Some 

animals are brown just like the colour of trees so other animals and hunters cannot see them. 

Some animals can really change colours to match the place around them. Rabbits are a great 

example of this. Some rabbits’ fur will change colours in different seasons. They are brown in 

the spring, summer, and autumn to match the trees.  They become white in the winter when there 

is snow. This way the rabbit is safer from wild animals and hunters the whole year.   

Plants survive in deserts, forests, and the Arctic. Desert plants collect, store, and save water 

for long time. Some plants have roots that get water very quickly. The water is saved in the centre 

of the plant.  Other plants make chemicals that keep insects and animals from eating them. The 

poison stops the seeds of other plants from growing. It may even kill other plants that are already 

growing. Some plants make poisons that can kill a person.   

A-Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d : 
9. What is the best title for this text?  

a. Living in Winter                                                           
b. Surviving in the Wild      
c. Making good Chemicals    
d. Hunting Wild Animal  

 
10. What is the meaning of the underlined word “store” in paragraph 3?       
    a. study                          

b. keep    
c. give                           
d. feed   
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11- The underlined word “They” in paragraph 2 refers to:        
a. colours    

b. plants    

c. rabbits  

d. seasons           
12- How do plants survive in the desert?                               

a. They keep the seeds from growing.       

b. They keep water away from insects.   

c. They change colour in summer and in winter.  
d. They store and save water for long periods.  

13- All the following sentences are TRUE EXCEPT:                                                  
a. Some plants have roots that get water very fast.         

b. Plants store water in the centre of the plant.        

c. All plants make poisons that can kill a person.   

d. Chemicals keep insects and animals from eating plants.      
14- The purpose of the writer in this passage is to tell us:  

a. how tall trees grow fast in winter.     

b. how plants make a lot of chemicals.  

c. how rabbits live and eat in winter only.  

d. how animals and plants face dangers of life.                        

B) Answer the following questions:  
  

15. How can rabbits stay safe in winter?                           
………………………………………………………….…………………………………………  

16. Why shouldn’t we eat plants that we do not know?                         

……………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
Grammar 

Complete the following sentences with the suitable adverbs: : 
1- Salma is a good reader. She can read ……………………. 
2- Dana is a fast swimmer. She swims ……………………. 
3- We are a happy family. We always live ……………………. 
1- Ali has a quick way to do things. He does everything ……………………. 
2- The workaholics do their best and work …………………….to achieve their goals. 
3- Good people always behave …………………….in situations. 
4- Don't drive your car …………………….in the crowded areas. 
5- The baby walks ……………………. 
10-Careful drivers drive their cars ……………………. 
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Choose the correct answer : 

         In the jungle, there are different animals. The tortoise is very slow. It walks (slowly – 

slow – slower), but the lion and the tiger are very strong. They try to catch the other small 

animals (violently – violent – more violent). The birds there can sing (beautiful – less beautiful 

– beautifully)  

Make questions : 

1-The old man walks slowly. 

.............................................................................................................................................. 

2-The little boys can run fast. 

.............................................................................................................................................. 

3-I cook salty dishes perfectly. 

............................................................................................................................................. 

 
Writing 

Plan and write a report of two paragraphs ( not less than 8 sentences ) about “Your  Future 

Job”, telling about your personality and which job you like most and why. 

These guidewords may help you:  

(friendly – active – look after  – draw  – languages – prefer – artist – patient) 

NB: (Your writing should include a topic sentence, supporting ideas and a conclusion)  
 

Planning 
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My Future Job 
 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Spelling 
Complete the missing letters to make correct words: 
 
1- Imaignative ideas always lead to great acheivements.  
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

2- They oragnise an activity to encourage people to do sports reuglarly. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

3- My younger sister wants to be a music copmoser as she likes playing the piano. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

4- It is really kind and genreous to share things with the others. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Unit10 
Travels and  

Exploration 

 

 ペヤカΑ -   ケミゎよΑ V create ヮップ N silver 

  ノもやケ-  コゅゎョョ Adj brilliant  ゥヱョヅ Adj ambitious 

  ウΑケッ N mausoleum  ウヤタΑ V repair 

 るΑボΑシヱョ ヮヤヘェ N concert ポケェョ N engine 

 ラゅミシ N population  るタやヱビ N submarine 

 ケよタ パやケヘよ Adv. impatiently  りキヱィ -  るΑハヱル N quality 

 サケヱル N seagull  るヤィョ- ケやキタま N issue 

  サヱヱヰョ Adj fascinated  ュヤΑプ ケヱタΑ V film 

    ゆゎケョ メミセよ Adv. neatly 

Grammar 

   Relative Pronouns 

 مائر الوصـل 
 

o  تベ‶‒╋┷‶ 〞ぇ〉ベ┇╊ا 〞╋[ﾄا ┽ぇ┫│ ┅ぇ┎ وا┎┕ة 〞╋ﾀ ┍｠┧┃╊ ベ[【┫┷｠ポ ｵ┃╋ﾀ ┭ポ┙╊ ╉┦‒╊ا ┙ピベ[┪ م┕┓┃┟│〞ぇ┾ベ┪إ  〞╋[ﾄو{ ┶〉 اゅا  ┙ピベ[┪و
 :ぃ』 ╉┦‒╊ا 

who – which – that – where – when 
 

 ヶわャや / ヵグャやWho / that 
  ュギガわジゎwho/that  ュギガわジゎヱ ソゅガセや ヴャま りケゅセΗや ギレハwho  モハゅプ) ¬ゅヨシぺ ゲミク ギレハ ゾカΕや ヴヤハ-  (モホゅハ 

This is Ali. Ali won the first prize. 
This is Ali who won the first prize. 

 
Mona met the girl. The girl broke my mobile phone. 
Mona met the girl that/that  broke my mobile phone. 

  ヶわャや / ヵグャやWhich / that 
  ュギガわジゎwhich/that (モホゅハ ゲΒビ) ¬ゅΒセΕや ヴャま りケゅセΘャ 

This is the car. I bought it yesterday. 
This is the car which/that I bought yesterday. 

 
I sent the letter. I wrote it to my family. 
I sent the letter which/that I wrote to my family. 
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 ゑΒェwhere 
  ュギガわジゎwhere   ゾガゼャや ヵヲエΑ ヵグャや ラゅムヨャや ヴャま りケゅセΗゅよ モタヱ ゲΒヨツミ 

I like this house. It is very modern. 
I like this house which is very modern. 

 
 ヶゎほゎwhere  ヶプ ゾガゼャや キヲィヱ ラヲムΑ ゅョギレハ ラゅムヨャや ノョ

 ラゅムヨャや やグワ–   ヶゎほゎ ゅヨレΒよwhich  ラゅムヨャや ブタヲャ 

This is the place. I was born in this place. 
This is the place where I was born. 

 
I like this house. I live in it. 
I like this house where I live. 

ゅョギレハ  when  
  ュギガわジゎwhen  ゐギエャや ろホヱ リハ るョヲヤバョ ブΒツわャ 

I like spring. Trees are green in spring. 
I like spring when trees are green. 

 
It is February. I was born in February. 
It’s February when I was born. 

Choose the correct relative pronoun: 

       I know a little great restaurant (who – which – where) we can get lunch. There I know the 

chef (who – which – when) cooks delicious food. I like going there in a time (which – when – 

where) there are few customers. The food, (which – who – which) is served in this restaurant, 

isn’t expensive.  

where)  –when  –which  –Complete the following with: (Who  
1. I am looking for someone ......................... can watch my cat while I go on vacation. 
2. The police needed details ....................... could help identify the robber. 
3. I’d like to take you to a café ....................... serves excellent coffee. 
4. The person ........................ always gives and shares the others is not selfish. 
5. I saw the shoes ....................... you bought last week on sale for less this week. 
6. Those are the winners .......................... will receive money and other prizes. 
7. This is the hospital .............................  was built in 2005.  
8. This is the hospital ..........................  my uncle works.  

   
Prepositions of place 
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Choose the correct answer from a , b ,c and d: 

         In my class, the board is always (on - in front of - above) the Students. I sit (under - 

between - next to) Mona, but my friend Sara is sitting (between - above - behind) Maha and 

Dana. We all work hard and help each other 

Prepositions of time 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Question Forming 

 تكوين السؤال 

Question 

 

 

                                    Yes/No Question                        Wh-Question 

                               “Can you speak English?”                 “Where is my pen?” 

Yes/No Question: 

:Yes / Noــポ ベ【┃ポベ┊ن ا‒╇│ 〞‶ベ┶ 〞╋ブ┞أ ぃ』 

Can you speak English?  = Yes, I can.  = No, I can’t. 
Do you like cats?   = Yes, I do.  = No, I don’t. 

=============================================  

  uぉベ╆ : (Yes/No question)   ╇ﾕ 〈   ╉[┶  

 :┙ピベ[┫╊ا ｴぇ┻│ ┵‶ ┕┶ベ┟ﾇا ╉┷┿╊〈 الデ┟╊أ ا┕｠〉 
Yes, she is wearing a school uniform. 

Is she wearing a school uniform? 

 

Yes, I could carry the heavy box. 

Could you carry the heavy box? 

in On At By 

- the morning  
- the afternoon  
- the evening 
  (day's times) 

- on Sunday 
- on Friday 
        (days) 

-10:00 a.m 
- 6:00 p.m 
-7:30 
 

- by 6:00 
(before 6:00) 
 

- in February  
(months) 

 -in 2000 
     (years) 

- on December 1st  
- on May 3rd 
        (date)   
 

- at 10 o'clock 
- at half past six 
- at quarter to five 

-car / bus  
-plane / taxi 
  (transports) 
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  :┙ピベ[┫╊ا ｴぇ┻│ ┵‶ ر┕┧ﾇا 〞╊ベﾅ ぃ┞ベ┞ゅا╊┿┷╉ ا ┵┊┙〉 〈ｿ (Do / Does / Did)   x   ــポ أ┕｠〉 ┕┶ベ┟‶ ╉┷┾ ┕┊‒ぅ | إذا 〞╊ベ┎  

 

▪ do رعベ┫‶ ╉┷┿╊ن اベ╆ إذا 
▪ does S 『ポ رعベ┫‶ ╉┷┿╊ن اベ╆ إذا 
▪ did ぃ┪ベ‶ ╉┷┿╊ن اベ╆ إذا 

 

Yes, I like eating lamb and rice.    Do you like eating lamb and rice? 

Yes, my father owns a big company.   Does your father own a big company? 

Yes, Miss. Manal explained the lesson well.  Did Miss. Manal explain the lesson well? 

No, we didn’t play in the street.    Did you play in the street? 

Make Questions: 

1- Yes, I have been to Failaka Island?  ……………………………………… 

2- Yes, my sister won the championship. ……………………………………… 

3- Yes, Huda always gets up early.  ……………………………………… 

Wh-Question 

 『ぃ أ┞ブ╋〞 │｟┕أ ベ[╋╇ポت ا┞┃┿】ベم و│┟ヂل ┶〉 ┢ぃء ﾊ┕د: 

 

 ╆╋]ベت اベ【┿┃┞いم 

What   ذاベ‶ When   ｯ‶ Where   〈ぅأ Why  ذاベﾇ 
How  ┽ぇ╆ How many د┕┶ ¨╆ How much  〞ぇ[╆/┙┷┞ ¨╆ How often ة┙‶ ¨╆ 

        

 اベ┷┾ゅل اベ┟ﾇ┶┕ة 
am is are was were can could will  

would shall should may might have has had 
 

 ぅ┃╇‒ن ا╊┟デال ‶〉: 
1 2 3 

 〉╂ぃ اポ 〞╋[ﾄ┕ون اベ┟‶ ╉┷┾  〞ポベ┊い┶┕ ╆╋]〞 ا┞┃┿】ベم 

   

Mohammed is eating fish. 

What  is Ali eating 

Sama will travel to Egypt. 

Where  will Sama travel? 

Ahmed can run fast. 

How  can Ahmed run? 
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  :ぃ┞ベ┞ゅا╊┿┷╉ ا ┵┊┙〉 〈ｿ (do / does / did)   x   ـــポ uレ ┕┶ベ┟‶ ╉┷┾ ┕┊‒ぅ | إذا 〞╊ベ┎  

 

1 2 3 

 〉╂ぃ اポ 〞╋[ﾄ┕ون اベ┟‶ ╉┷┾  〞ポベ┊い┶┕ ╆╋]〞 ا┞┃┿】ベم 

   

They play football in the club. 

Where   do they play football? 

Amal likes travelling in summer. 

When  does Amal like travelling? 

I went to the market to buy a shirt. 

Why  did you go to the market. 

  『〉ベ╇‶ ┵┫〉و ╉┶ベ┿╊ف ا┗ｸ م‒╃〉 ،╉┶ベ┿╊ال ┶〉 اデ┟╊ا ┕《┶ :〞┲‒┏╋‶Who   .ات أ┒┙ىｴぇ┻│ ون ا┊┙اء┕ポ 
Wafaa cooked delicious food yesterday. 
Who cooked delicious food? 

 
Make questions: 
 

1- Manal will make a cake. 
……………………………………………………………………………? 
2- I can go at 7 o’clock. 
……………………………………………………………………………? 
3- Sami went to the cinema. 
……………………………………………………………………………? 
4- Osama goes to the market to buy a shirt. 
……………………………………………………………………………? 
5- Salim bought three T-shirts yesterday. 
……………………………………………………………………………? 
6- There are five rooms in my house. 
……………………………………………………………………………? 
7- This car costs 12000  KD. 
……………………………………………………………………………? 
8- My brother travels to London to study. 
……………………………………………………………………………? 
9- Dana added little sugar in her tea. 
……………………………………………………………………………? 
10- We were studying English at 10:00 yesterday. 
……………………………………………………………………………? 
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Exercises 
Vocabulary 

A) Choose the correct word from a, b, c and d: 
 
1- I bought 2 ticket to attend the ……………..with my friend. 

a) silver                  b) engine    c) mausoleum d) concert 

2- My mother always …………………. delicious meals from very few ingredients. 

a) repairs                b) films            c) creates       d) sweeps 

3- Mr. Majid has many …………………. plans to develop his business. 

a) ambitious           b) endangered           c) fascinated          d) selfish 

4- The children .............................. jumped over their father to see their presents.  

a) impatiently         b) neatly                   c) rarely             d) regularly 

 
B) Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

 
film – repair – mausoleum – fascinated – silver 

5- My brother trains well to win and get a ………………...medal. 

6- Taj Mahal is considered one of the greatest ………………...you can see. 

7- Why don’t you ………………...your bicycle and enjoy your free time. 

8- My mother bought a new camera to ………………...moments of happiness in the family. 

 

Reading Comprehension 
Read the following passage then answer the questions below: 
       "Is it too dark to read your book? Just switch on the light." It is hard to believe that only 
just a long time ago, this was not possible. There was no electric light to switch on. People used 
candles, gas and oil lamps to light their homes and to work and study.  
       The electric light bulb was invented in 1879 by Thomas Edison. He invented many other 
things which we use them till today. He also invented things which helped other people develop 
their  own inventions.   
      Thomas Edison was born on February 11, 1847 in Milan Ohio. Edison was a creative 
scientist. He used to produce new ideas. However, when he was a child, his teachers thought 
that he was stupid because he used to ask too many questions. His mother said he didn't ask 
questions because he was stupid, but because he was curious about how things worked. She 
taught him at home. He worked so hard day and night that he had little time for family and 
friends. He spent much of his childhood in Michigan. In fact, Thomas had some hearing  
problems. Once, he wrote, "I have not heard a bird sing since I was twelve years old."  
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A-Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 
9- What is the best title for this text?  

a) Using Candles   
b) Oil Lamps  
c) A Great Scientist  
d) Family and Friends  

10- What is the meaning of the underlined word “creative” in paragraph (3 )?  
a) delicious    
b) inventive                                 
c) equestrian                      
d) thirsty  

11- The underlined word their in paragraph ( 2 ) refers to:  
a) people  
b) things   
c) candles      
d) homes  

12- Why did Edison’s teachers think that he was stupid?                                                  
a) Because it was too dark to read books.  
b) Because he used to ask too many questions.     
c) Because he helped others to develop their inventions.  
d) Because he spent much of his childhood in Michigan.      

13- One of the following sentences is TRUE:                                  
a) Edison didn’t invent the electric light bulb in 1879.  
b) Edison didn’t work hard day and night to succeed.  
c) Edison wasn’t curious about how things worked.  
d) Edison had a difficulty in hearing at the age of twelve.                 

14- The writer’s purpose of writing the text is to:   
a) show how people used to light their homes.                 
b) describe Thomas Edison’s life and his invention.   
c) explain why people read books in the past.       
d) inform the reader about Edison’s teachers.  
 

B) Answer the following questions:  
 
15- How did people use to light their houses in the past?                        
…………………………………………………………………………………………………  
 
16- How did Edison complete his education?                                           
…………………………………………………………………………………………………  
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Grammar 

 
Choose the correct answer from a , b ,c and d: 
 
         July and August are the months. (which - when - where) students are free of their studies. 

They can join a summer club (which - when - where) are made to meet new people   (who - 

when - where) can help them exchange experiences. Such summer clubs are considered 

wonderful places (which - when - where) those students can share enjoyable moments with the 

others.  

Join the following sentences: 

 

1.The cyclist won the race. The race was interesting. 
............................................................................................................................................... 
 
2. I bought a book yesterday. It is very amazing. 
............................................................................................................................................... 
 
3. I admired the team. They played well. 
............................................................................................................................................... 
 
4.We eat Spaghetti. It is one of my family’s favorite meals. 
............................................................................................................................................... 
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  Writing 
"Inventions and inventors are very important in our life" Plan and write two paragraphs of (8 
sentences) about  "Inventors and inventions"  writing about some great inventors and some 
important inventions.  
These guide words and phrases may help you: 
 Important – easy – inventors – brilliant – Al -Idrisi – medicine – Da Vinci – aeroplane  
NB: (Your writing should include a topic sentence, supporting ideas and a conclusion)  

Planning 

Inventions and Inventors 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Spelling 
Complete the missing letters to make correct words: 

1- My friend flimed the cocnert on his birthday. 
………………………………………………………………… 
2- He was fasicnated by Tag Mahal mauosleum. 
………………………………………………………………… 
3- The car enigne suddenly broke down on the way to the company. 
………………………………………………………………… 
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4- She is totally fascintaed by her elder sister who was a talented fashion designer. 
………………………………………………………………… 

Unit11 
Energy and  
Recycling 

 

 コゅヰィ- りやキぺ N gadget  ケギエレョ Adj steep 

 ヮΑヱゅェ N container ケグエよ Adv. cautiously 

 ギΑギハ Adj several  ユミゅェ-  りギヨハ N mayor 

 キギイわョ Adj renewable  るガツョ N pump 

 ユエプ N coal  モピゼΑ V operate 

 ペΒホキ-  やギィ ゲΒピタ Adj tiny  モタヲΑ V attach 

 ヮΒよヲシケ るボらヅ N deposit  ゆゅジレゎ-   ヂΒヘゎ V flow up 

 ヶジヨセ Adj solar  ゲΑヱギゎ ギΒバΑ V recycle 

 りヲボよ Adv. powerfully  ゲをぺ-  ゲΒをほゎ N impact 

¬やヲワ るルヲェゅヅ N windmill  モヤボΑ V reduce 

 ヵキやヱ V valley  ゐヲヤゎ N pollution 

Grammar 

Passive Voice 

 الفعل اiهول 
 

 :uぉベ╆ 〞╋[ﾄل و│╇‒ن ا‒┷┿ﾇا を╋┶ ┙┆デぅ ベ‶ ╉┷┿ポ ╉┶ベ┿╊م ا‒╃ぅ ベ‶┕《┶ ╅╊وذ ╉┶ベ┿╊〈 〞╋[ﾄا 〞ぅا┕ポ }إ ╉ぇﾐ 〞‶ベ┶ 〞┿┧ポ 
  

Ali eats an apple 

╉┶ベ┾ ╉ل  ┾┷ـ‒┷┿‶ 
 

*   uレ ل‒【┋[╋╊ 〞╋ﾀ ╉ぅ‒┏┃╊ـポ ــ : 
3 2 1 

  ┽ぅ┙┧│
 ┅╊《 

am / is / are  رعベ┫‶ 
 ‶┿┷‒ل 

was / were  ぃ┪ベ‶ 
 Ali eats an apple. 
                            1                 2            3 

 An apple is eaten by Ali. 
 

 Huda writes the letters. 
                            1                       2            3 

 The letters are written by Huda. 
  

 Nasser buys a car. 
                        1          2           3 

 A car is bought. 
 

 Nada sees the films every day. 
                             1                2            3 
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 The films are seen every day. 
 
Change into passive: 

1. Hind cooks the food. 
 ……………………………………………………………………..…………… 
 6. Salim watched a film. 
 ……………………………………………………………..…………………… 

2. Huda washes the dishes. 
 …………………………………………………………………..……………… 
 4. The boys played football. 
 ………………………………………………………………..………………… 
 5. People produce cars in this factory. 
 ……………………………………………………………………..…………… 

6. The farmer grows carrots in his field. 
……………………………………………………………………..…………… 
7. The policeman arrested the thieves while stealing. 
……………………………………………………………………..…………… 
 

Future with going to 

 للخطط اWستقبلية والتنبؤ
 
 

  .╉ぇ╊ن ‶┷』 د‒╇ぅ ベ｠╊ベ┺ث و┕ﾓ أن ┕╆デ‶ 『〉ا ┕╃┃┷〉 ぃ┣ポ ヂ｠《┃〉 ベ‶┕《┶و 〞ぇ╋｠╃┃┟‶ ┭┯┒ 〈┶ ｴ｠┷┃╋╊ 〞┻ぇ┧╊ا 》┗』 م┕┓┃┟│ 
 

 : 〈‶ 〞┻ぇ┧╊ن 『┗《 ا‒╇┃│ 
 
 

I  am 

going to + verb He / she / it キゲヘョ ユシや is 

You / we / they are 

 

 I am going to play football next Friday.                         (Future plan) 

 He is going to watch a film tonight.    (Future plan) 

 We are going to visit London in the future.   (Future plan) 

 It’s cloudy. It’s going to rain soon.    (Prediction) 

 Look out! He is going to break the glass.   (Prediction) 

 │┟┃┓┕م 『┗《 ا╊┧ポ ┵‶ 〞┻ぇ┷┩ ا╊╇╋]ベت ‶┇╉: 
 

tomorrow      やギビ    next                  ュキゅボャや soon ゅらΑゲホ 

tonight          るヤΒヤャや    in the future  モらボわジヨャや ヶプ on Friday  ュヲΑ るバヨイャや  
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Choose: 

 1. I (go – went – am going) to play in the club tomorrow. 

 2. Amal is (go – going – goes) to travel to Bahrain next month. 

 3. The boys are going to go shopping (yesterday – tonight – now). 

 4. Ali (is going to meet – meets – are going to meet) his uncle tomorrow. 

 5. My mother is going to (make – makes – making) a cake tonight. 

Correct: 

 6. We (buy) a new house next Monday.           ………………..…………… 

 7. Nora (be) a doctor in the future.                 …………………..………… 

 8. They are (go) to eat fish tonight.        …………………………...… 

 9. Streets are crowded. I (not arrive) to school on time. …………………..…….…… 

 10. What (you do) tomorrow?                                   ……………………..………
  

Question tag 

 السؤال اWذيل
 

*   uロ 〈‶ ن‒╇┃ぅ؟( و╅╊┗╆ ┝ぇ╊أ( ｳ┷ｺ 〞╋[ﾄا 〞ぅベM x ｴ┧╃╊ال اデ┟╊ا: 

1  2  3 

 ننتهي كما بدأنا  اذا م توجد باTملة n't  فعل مساعد

 
o She is preparing dinner, isn't she? 
o He can run fast, can't he? 
o Huda wouldn't like to be a dentist, would she? 
o Ahmed won't buy a car, will he? 

 :⇒よ ヶゎほル ギハゅジョ モバプ ギィヲΑ ユャ やクま * 
 

▪ don't  رعベ┫‶ ╉┷┿╊ن اベ╆ إذا 

▪ doesn't s  『ポ رعベ┫‶ ╉┷┿╊ن اベ╆ اذا 

▪ didn't ぃ┪ベ‶ ╉┷┿╊ن اベ╆  إذا 
 

o You speak English, don't you? 
o Mona lives in a big house, doesn't she? 
o Sami played tennis yesterday, didn't he? 
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o They don't like fish, do they? 

am / is / are / was / were / can / could / will / would / may / might / shall / should / have / has / had /must  :りギハゅジヨャや メゅバプΕや 
Make Question tags: 

1. She’s from a small town in China, ………………………? 

2. They aren’t on their way already, ………………………? 

3. We’re late again, ………………………? 

4. I helped you too much, ………………………? 

5.  Julie isn’t an accountant, ………………………? 

6. There isn’t time for another game, ………………………? 

7. Salma doesn't eat fish, ………………………? 

8. You stepped on my foot, ………………………? 

9. You shouldn't speak loudly, ………………………? 

10. He never says "No" to danger, ………………………? 

 
Exercises 

Vocabulary 
A) Choose the correct word from a, b , c and d: 

1- Wars and conflicts have a negative ……………. on people’s lives. 

a) valley                    b) mayor                   c) pump                      d) impact 

2- Wind power is a ……………. source of the unlimited natural sources of energy.    

a) steep                     b) several                   c) renewable              d) tiny 

3- Don’t be shy. You should express your opinion ……………. 

a) powerfully            b) cautiously              c) impatiently             d) neatly   

4- If you ……………. the amount of food you eat, you will be fit. 

a) attach                   b) operate                   c) reduce   d) recycle 

 

B)  Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

operate – tiny – cautiously – pollution – deposit  

5- It is necessary to behave ………………….  in new situations. 

6- People should reuse and recycle things to reduce ………………….   

7- Ants are ………………….  creatures, but they are very clever. 

8- My uncle is a brilliant mechanic who can ………………….  any machines. 
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Reading Comprehension 

Read the following passage, then answer the questions below:   

Jack was excited because his new furniture was going to be delivered the next day. 
Before the furniture came, he and his parents were ready to paint his room. Jack had picked 
out the colours.  He and his parents put on old clothes and got out paint rags and cleaner to 
get ready for the big job.   

  
They used rollers to paint the walls.  Rollers made the paint go on evenly and quickly.  

But they used brushes for the corners and the edges.  That way, paint wouldn’t get on the 
ceiling or the floor.  After a few hours, the first coat of paint was getting dry. Jack wanted to 
put the second coat on right away, but his dad explained that the paint would dry better if they 
waited.  When dinner was over, Jack hurried back to his room and got started.    

 
The next morning, the paint in Jack’s room was finally dry.  The furniture was delivered 

right after lunch, and Jack couldn’t wait to see what it  looked like.  Jack and his parents 
assembled the furniture.  Jack and his parents were exhausted when they finished because 
they did a lot of hard work.  Jack looked around.  “This is great!” he exclaimed. Jack added.  
“But I’m glad we did it.”  

  
A- From a, b, c and d choose the correct answer:  
9. What is the best title for this text?   

a. Jack’s New Room                                  b. The Best Furniture in Town  
c. How to Paint Your Room                       d. Buying New Furniture 
  

10. What is the meaning of the underlined word ‘exhausted’ in the 3rd paragraph?  
a. happy                                                     b. tiny  

          c. tired                                                        d. strong 
  
11. The underlined pronoun ‘it ’ in the 3rd paragraph refers to:   

a. room                                                      b. morning  
c. lunch                                                      d. furniture 
  

12. If Jack used rollers to paint the corners and the edges:  
  a. the paint wouldn’t dry.                           b. the paint would go on very evenly.   
  c. the paint would finish quickly.               d. the paint would drop on the floor. 
   

13. According to the text, all the following statements are NOT TRUE  Except:   
    a. Jack didn’t like his new room.                b. Only Jack painted the room.   
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    c. Jack felt happy when he set up his room.   d. The furniture wasn’t delivered at all.  
  
 

14. What is the writer’s purpose of writing this text?    
     a. It’s easy to set up a room alone.                 b. Parents cannot paint rooms.  
     c. Getting a new room ready needs hard work.    d. Children can’t help their parents.   
 

B- Answer the following questions:  
15. When was the furniture delivered?  
     ………………………………………………………………………………………… …..  
     ………………………………………………………………………………………… …..   
 
16. Why do you think Jack and his parents put on old clothes before they painted the room?   
     ………………………………………………………………………………………… …..  
     ………………………………………………………………………………………… …..  
 
 

Grammar 

Choose the correct answer: 

        Everything (does - is done –are done) in a good way at home. The dishes (is cleaned – are 

cleaned – cleaned) well. Food  (are cooked – is cooked- cooks) and served nicely. The babies 

(fed –are fed – is fed) with some delicious food.  

Change the following sentences into passive:  

1- Mr. Ali runs a business in a well-known company.                 

……………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2- I recite the Holy Quraan every day.                                                  

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3- My mother folds the   blankets to tidy our rooms.                 

……………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Add  tag questions:  

1-Salim is a funny boy, ………………….? 

2- Your brother isn't coming tonight, …………………….? 

3- Salma was speaking English and French, ………………...? 

4- You were in the club yesterday evening, …………...…? 
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  Writing 

"Energy is vital to survive in our life. " Plan and write two paragraphs of (8 sentences) about " 

Energy " explaining the importance of energy and the two types of energy. 

These guide words and phrases may help you: 

                      sources – renewable – solar - non-renewable – oil – save   

Planning 
 

 
Energy 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Spelling 
Complete the missing letters to make correct words: 
1- Oil and caol are nonrenweable sources of energy. 
………………………………………………………… 
2- Try to opertae this complicated gadget cuatiously. 
………………………………………………………… 
3- Parents' behaviour has a great imapct on children's life. 
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………………………………………………………… 
4- Solar power is a renweable source of the unlimited natural sources of energy.  
………………………………………………………… 

 
  Unit 12 

Predicting  
the Future 

 

 ヶよヅホ Adj. polar  コケゅよ-  ュゅワ Adj. prominent 
¬ゅヅビ   ヶィヤを N icecap   ケセル N publication 

メェゅシ N coast  ュΑヱボゎ N calendar 

メもゅワ-  ケΑよミ Adj. enormous  フケセΑ V honour 

 ベケセゎ -    ノヘゎケゎ V rise  / めプゅミΑ ュケミΑ V reward 

 ラヅヱ Κよ Adj homeless ウヤヅタョ N idiom 
 メョェΑ-   メコルΑ V download  ロケやコピよ-   るプゅをミよ Adv. heavily 

 ヶハキゎシΑ V recall  ヮィケキ N degree 

 ヮをケゅミ N disaster  ぼよルゎ -  ノホヱゎ N Prediction 

ケゅタハま N hurricane  / ぼよルゎ りケセル N forecast 

    ヶもΑよ Adj. environmental 

Grammar 
 

will – could - may 

 

will + verb 1 
 ‶┟┃╃｟╋デ‶ ぃ╆┕ أو │‒╂┵ ┎┕وث ┢ぃء ‶ベ│┧┽ ┎┕ث  

I got the passport. I will travel to London tonight.          (certainty) 

It will be sunny and warm tomorrow.                             (Prediction) 

Prices won’t go up next summer.                                    (Prediction) 

could + verb 1 
  ぃ┪ベﾇا x أو ╂┕رة/┶┕م ╂┕رة 〞ぇ〉ベ╇‶إ 〈┶ ｪ┷│–   ╉｠╃┃┟ﾇا x 〞ぇ〉ベ╇‶إ-   ボ╋┯╊ا 

He could run fast when he was young.             (Past ability) 

I couldn’t win the swimming race yesterday.    (Past inability) 

I think many regions could become deserts.     (future possibility) 

Could I borrow your dictionary, please?           (Request) 

may + verb 1 
 اいذن  -│┷ｪ ┶〉 إ‶╇ぇ╊ベ┎ 〞ぇ〉ベ〞 او ‶┟┃╃｟╋ぅ 〞ぇ┃‒╂┵ أن ｼ┕ث  

I may take you to the cinema if you like.                             (Present possibility) 

I may go to the cinema after dinner.                                     (Future possibility) 
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The exam may not be easy. You should study hard.             (Future impossibility) 

May I sit next to you?                                                            (Permission) 

Choose the correct answer: 
       Tomorrow, we  travel (will – could – may) to Bahrain with my father on business. We 
(couldn't – won't – may not) go by car because my father can't drive for long distances.  My 
mother (may – will - could) visit her old friend whom she missed so much. I don't know if my 
father (couldn’t – may – will) take us in a tour in the place as he is busy.  
 

Exercises 
Vocabulary 

A) Choose the correct word from a, b , c and d: 
1- Why don’t you ………………... some games from the Internet. 

a) recall       b) download     c) rise         d) honour 
2- Forest fires are a ………………... Problem that should be faced. 

a) prominent  b) homeless      c) polar          d) environmental 
3- Please, don’t ask me to make any ………………... about tomorrow’s meeting. 

a) hurricanes   b) disasters         c) predictions   d) degrees 
4- You can check the ………………... to know which day is your birthday. 

a) calendar      b) idiom           c) prediction       d) publication  
                

B) Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 
rewarded - enormous – forecast – heavily – coast 

5- After years of hard work, he managed to male an ………………... amount of money. 
6- The buildings, which are on the ………………... of the Arabian, are very expensive. 
7- Unfortunately, our car broke down while it rained ………………...  
8- The weather ………………... says that it will be cold and windy tomorrow. 

Reading Comprehension 
Read the following passage then answer the questions below: 

         

           The second longest beach in the world is located in Bangladesh. It is called the Cox Bazar 
Beach. It is an incredible 240 kilometres long.  Local people call the beach Panowa. Panowa 
means ‘yellow flower’.  This beach is one of the main tourist attractions in Bangladesh. People 
say that the beach has three sections. Each section is good for a different activity. The first is 
called Inani Beach. This section is very good for sunbathing. The second is called Humchari. It 
has some beautiful waterfalls. The final section is called Laboni Beach.  This is the main section 
of Cox Bazar Beach because it  is located near the town.  
 

            The longest beach in the world is in Brazil. It is called the Praia do Camp Beach. It is very 
long. In fact, it starts from Rio Grande to the border with Uruguay. It is 12 kilometers longer than 
the Cox Bazar Beach. It is known for its beautiful white sand and the warm temperatures of 
Brazil. Many visitors go there each year. Some people like to swim and sunbathe, but the more 
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active visitors can play beach volleyball. However, the most popular activity is surfing. People 
travel from all over the world to surf on this beach. 
                                                                         
A) From a, b, c and d choose the right answer: 

 
 

9- The best title of the text is:  
a) People and Tourists  
b) The Longest Beaches  
c) Brazil and Bangladesh    
d) Mountains and Villages 

 
10- The opposite of the underlined word "active" in the 2nd paragraph is:  

a) lazy  
b) smart  
c) happy  
d) intelligent  

 
11- The underlined pronoun "it" in the 1st paragraph refers to:  

a) Inani Beach  
b) Brazil Beach  
c) Laboni Beach  
d) Humachri Beach 

  
12- In Bangladesh, where should people who like sunbathing go to?  

a) the third section   
b) the first section  
c) the fifth section         
d) the second section  

 
13- According to the text, all of the following statements are TRUE Except:  

a) Brazil has the longest beach in the world.  
b) Praia do Camp Beach is 252 kilometres long.      
c) Uruguay has the third longest beach in the world.            
d) The second longest beach in the world is in Bangladesh. 

  
14- We can understand from the text that:  

a) Panowa means "yellow flower "   
b) Tourists never enjoy their time on beaches.  
c) People visit Brazil to enjoy football matches.     
d) Brazil and Bangladesh have the longest beaches.  

  
B) Answer the following questions:  
15- What is the Praia do Camp Beach famous for?  
    ...………………………………………………………………………………………… 
  
16- According to the text, why do active visitors prefer visiting Brazil?   
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    …………………………………………………………………………………………..  
 
 
  

Grammar 
A) Choose the correct form of the verb: 
1- My team played well……………………they didn’t win the match. 
            a-  and                       b-  so                           c-  but                   d. either 
2- I ……………………some money, if you don’t have any. 
            a-   will lend              b-  lends                      c-  lending            d. lent 
3- My school ……………………next week. 
            a-  start                     b-  started                   c-  will start          d. starting 
4- We ……………………the Blue Mosque in Turkey last month.  
            a-   visits                    b-  visit                        c-  visited              d. is visiting 
5- More regions ……………………become desert. 
            a-   will be                b-  could                       c-  are going         d. won’t be 
 
B)  Do as required 
 
6-  There will be heavy rain.                                                         (Negative form) 
……………………………………………………………………………………….. 
7-  If it rains, I (stay)……….……………… at home.                 (Correct) 
8-  Ali was sick yesterday. He didn’t go to school.                      (Join) 
……………………………………………………………………………………….. 
9- I will study engineering in the future.                                      (Ask) 
    ……………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 
  Writing 

"Life in the future will be different."  Plan and write  an article of two paragraphs (not less than 
8 sentences) about "The Future World" explaining the changes in life and the weather 
modification. 
*Your writ ing should include a topic sentence, support ing details and a conclusion. 

These guide words may help you: 

   (download/ memories/ computer/ modify/ weather /global warming /live /bubble/ underwater/ 
amazing)  

Planning 
 
 

   
   

   

   

o   o  
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"Life in the future"  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………..…………………………….

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………..…………………………...… 

 

Spelling 

Complete the missing letters to make correct words: 

1- Some porminent scientists have got a lot of pbulications. 

……………………………………………………………….… 

2- Hurircanes could cause envrionmental disasters. 

……………………………………………………………….… 

3- You can surf the net if you want to donwload some pictures for your project. 

……………………………………………………………….… 

4- Nowadays, women play a pronmient role in all the fields in our society. 

……………………………………………………………….… 

 
 

o   o  

o   o  

o   o  
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